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ABSTRACT

Software security testing has become a “must have” for developers 

and DevOps teams. As the pace of development increases, the tools 

used to help create secure software must evolve to meet this speed. 

Testing applications requires a well-executed choreography of people, 

processes and toolsets. This paper outlines some of the key selection 

factors that experienced dev teams have used to identify the right 

software security testing tool. It is based on experiences of users of 

Veracode on IT Central Station. Highlights include the need to integrate 

with developer tools and workflows, the ability to meet compliance 

requirements and make secure software a source of competitive 

advantage in the marketplace.
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INTRODUCTION
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Overview of Software  
Security Testing

The new, accelerated development and releasing 

cycles increase risk exposure. They leave little time for 

thorough security testing. Code-based vulnerabilities 

may end up in production more easily than was the 

case with earlier, slower-moving software cycles. 

Code-based vulnerabilities endanger the application 

itself, but also open pathways for malicious actors to 

attack underlying data assets and infrastructure. In 

this environment, developers and their colleagues in 

InfoSec have come together to devise faster-moving 

security testing processes. The new software security 

testing model places the security testing of code into 

the DevOps workflow. Security is now part of DevOps, 

not a separate set of tasks. Done well, with the right 

blend of process and tooling, automated security 

testing can quickly identity vulnerabilities in code.

How Software Security Testing 
Tools Work

Software security testing tools typically perform both 

static and dynamic testing of code. Static testing is 

performed without executing the code. It falls under 

the category of verification testing. Dynamic testing, 

in contrast, involves executing the code. It is part of 

validation testing. 

Now that many software development (Dev) teams using agile methodologies have merged with IT operations (Ops) 

to form DevOps organizations, the pace at which software is released has accelerated significantly. More frequent 

releases, sometimes occurring multiple times a day, has the potential to lead to an increased number of security 

vulnerabilities in the code. As a result, software security testing has become a “must have” for developers and 

DevOps teams. 

Testing an application for security brings together people, processes and toolsets. This paper outlines some of the 

key selection factors that experienced dev teams have used to identify the right software security testing tool. It 

is based on experiences of users of Veracode on IT Central Station. Highlights include the need to integrate with 

developer tools and workflows, the ability to meet compliance requirements and make secure software a source of 

competitive advantage in the marketplace.
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The new generation of software security testing 

tools feature automated workflows. Figure 1 captures 

where the testing occurs in the software development 

process. In contrast to traditional manual code reviews 

or penetration tests, these solutions offer repeatable 

results. Veracode Static Analysis, for example, is able to 

examine applications, mobile apps and microservices 

and report on security findings. Through a single 

upload of source code, it scans proprietary code and 

open source code through separate processes. The 

solution sorts them by level of severity and provides 

advice on remediation. 

IT Central Station members described a range of 

uses of software security testing. For example, a VP 

Development explained that he used his security 

testing solution “to certify that we have valid code, and 

that the developers are working with valid structures 

and writing good code.” According to him, the benefits 

from this approach included, “The coding standards 

in our development group have improved. When we 

scan our code - at the end of a build cycle we’ll go 

through and scan our code - from those scans we’ve 

learned the patterns and techniques to make our 

code more secure” He cited SQL injection as a threat 

that his team has mitigated through the automated 

testing process.

He went on to note that automated security testing 

is now part of his team’s software development 

life cycle (SDLC). As he put it, Veracode provides 

application security best practices and guidance to 

the development teams. He commented on the role 

software security testing plays in the SDLC, saying, 

“Once we scan the software and we have to go through 

a mitigation process, we make sure we implement that 

in the base standards. Once we mitigate a problem, 

we implement it back into the base to make sure the 

developers who are still developing code are not 

going to have the same issues that we just mitigated.”

Selection Criteria for Software 
Testing Tools

People responsible for software security testing 

shared their selection criteria on IT Central Station. The 

criteria range from technical factors like integration 

with development environments, compliance and 

competitive differentiation. Organizational factors are 

important, too. For instance, users recommend tooling 

that enables developers to take charge of the security 

testing process rather than rely on testing teams.

CAPACITY TO MITIGATE THE RISK OF BREACH

Undetected software vulnerabilities can create 

business risks that extend far beyond the IT department. 

A Chief Technology Officer offered context, saying, 

“I’m in healthcare, and it’s very important - and I’m 

sure in other industries just as well - but the stakes are 

very high. If we get hacked, if there’s a data breach, it 

could put us out of business.” Companies that make 

Figure 1 - Where static app security testing and dynamic app security testing fit in the software development process.
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software therefore have a strong incentive to deliver 

secure code. They look to software testing tools to 

mitigate the risk of breaches affecting client users. 

As a VP of Services at a tech company with over 50 

employees explained, “Our customers have benefited 

from the added security of our applications because 

they’re more confident that our software application 

isn’t going to expose their organizations to any risk.”

An Information Technology user at an insurance 

company added, “I would recommend Veracode 

to anyone involved in high-risk environments.” The 

Chief Technology Officer praised Veracode because 

“It helps us put out better software more quickly, 

and gives me the peace of mind that we’ve done 

everything we can to prevent any security exploits. 

We work with pharmacies and they just expect that 

the system is secure.”

REDUCE DEPENDENCY ON THE SECURITY TEAM 
– LET DEVELOPERS DO THE TESTING

The right testing tool will enable developers do their 

own testing. As a Security Consultant at a tech company 

noted, Veracode had “reduced dependency on the 

security team to run scans. It helped the organizations 

to scan a large number of applications on a regular 

basis.”

A Systems Architect at a tech company with over 200 

employees described how he realized the goal of 

bringing development teams into the security testing 

process. He said, “In terms of integrating Veracode 

into our existing software development life cycle, 

we heavily use JIRA today for bug tracking issues, 

time management, and the like, for our development 

team. When those scans kick, Veracode integrates 

back into our JIRA and actually open tickets with the 

appropriate development teams.”

INTEGRATION WITH DEVELOPER TOOLS AND 
WORKFLOWS

Software developers do their work in Integrated 

Development Environments (IDEs). Each team and its 

respective department rely on a particular IDE as well 

as bug tracking tools like JIRA. In order for a change in 

development workflow to be meaningful and lasting, 

it must function inside the IDE. As a result, IT Central 

Station users recommend selecting a software security 

testing tool that integrates well with the IDE. Figure 2 

shows a simple reference architecture for this kind of 

integration.

The Systems Architect at the tech company advised, 

“Figure out a way to integrate it into your software 

development lifecycle in a way that it’s not intrusive 

to your developers. That was really something that I 

set out to do. I didn’t want my developers to have to 

go into their code, and kick off scans, and upload their 

code.”

Figure 2 - Simplified reference architecture showing integration of application security testing tools into development and continuous  
integration architecture.
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commenting, “We went from 50 applications in 2015, 

we’re now up to over 400. There seems to be no limit 

on how quickly it can scale and operate. By using a 

cloud-based scanner, we really had no issues with 

where the developers are geographically located. 

So we didn’t really have setup problems at all. It 

just kind of happened, and scales fairly naturally, 

organically.”

SUPPORT FOR CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION (CI) 
AND CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT (CD)

Security testing tools also need to integrate with tools 

like Jenkins and Chef, which are used in DevOps and 

CI/CD. In this context, the Chief Technology Officer 

commented that Veracode “integrates easily into our 

workflow, Jenkins submits the code and the analysis 

runs automatically.” The Application & Product 

Security Manager at the insurance company said he 

switched from a competitor to Veracode “because of 

the CI/CD offerings of Veracode.”

The Systems Architect at the tech company added, “I 

would really suggest looking at your integrations, your 

JIRA, your Jenkins, all of your add-ons, and hopefully 

that fits into the SDLC process, and then automating 

via their API.” To this user, it was essential to connect 

security testing tools with CI as well as with the 

ticketing solutions used to track issues in the code. 

He further noted, “Essentially, what we were able to 

achieve is, my developers still live within JIRA and 

the issues get opened from Veracode into JIRA and 

they work on things that way. They can remediate it, 

kick it that way, and if they need to they can log into 

Veracode. But I’d suggest making the SDLC process 

integrated as much as you can to make it something 

that developers aren’t having to spend a lot of time 

doing every day.”

STATIC, DYNAMIC AND MANUAL SCAN

IT Central Station users recommend selecting a 

software security testing tool that can perform static 

and dynamic scans while also enabling manual scans. 

A Software Developer/Architect at an insurance 

company with over 200 employees, who uses 

Veracode for the Web, said the tool’s “static, dynamic, 

and manual scan features were all very useful for 

us. All of them helped us fix many security flaws.” 

An Application & Product Security Manager at an 

insurance company with over 1,000 employees was 

pleased that Veracode “has allowed us to integrate 

with it through automated processes, which saves us a 

lot of time and effort.” He then added, “Our customers 

benefited from the added security assurance of our 

applications, as they’ve been able to identify [Open 

Web Application Security Project] OWASP top-10 

application vulnerabilities without a manual tester.”

An effective Application Programming Interface (API) 

also surfaces as a selection requirement for a software 

security testing tool. The API makes possible the 

integrations described above. The Systems Architect 

at the tech company noted, “Veracode has a nice API 

that they provide to allow for custom things to be built, 

or automation. We actually have integrated Veracode 

into our software development cycle using their API.”

COST EFFECTIVE SCALABILITY

Most IT departments start their software security 

testing programs on a small scale, getting familiar with 

the tools and acclimating dev teams to the testing 

workflow. When it’s time to scale, however, the team 

needs a tool that can easily grow along with demand 

and organizational needs. A Global Application 

Security user at a pharma/biotech company with 

over 1,000 employees spoke to this need, saying, 

“We have a very large portfolio of software across 

our enterprise. The Veracode system is a platform 

that scales with the dynamics of our organization. 

We have people that are in many locations, in the 

US and abroad. The fact that the Veracode platform 

is essentially a cloud-based platform, that makes it 

scalable. We get the benefit of security inspections 

and it scales with our community, which is global.”

A Technical Director at a financial services firm with 

over 1,000 employees added color to the issue, 
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A Senior Information Security Program Manager at 

a real estate/law firm with over 10,000 employees 

described his primary security testing use case as 

“application security and application security testing, 

specifically static and dynamic analysis, and software 

composition analysis.” His experience? He said, “It 

has performed excellently.”

Driven by a need to have a third party analyze its 

code for security, a Director of Software Engineering 

at a tech services company with over 50 employees 

explained, “We do not pass our release without 

performing a static and a dynamic scan, and 

mitigating the flaws identified.” The Systems Architect 

at the tech company concurred, noting, “We pair 

that with dynamic scanning, which actually hits our 

Web applications, to try to detect any well known 

Web application vulnerabilities as well. It’s really just 

a way for us to stay ahead of it and provide some 

assurances and security with the software that we 

deliver.”

AUTOMATION

Effective software security testing tools provide 

extensive automation capabilities, as the Application 

& Product Security Manager at the insurance 

company noted. He said that Veracode “has allowed 

us to integrate with it through automated processes, 

which saves us a lot of time and effort.” The Systems 

Architect at the tech company praised Veracode’s 

automation features by saying, “We actually are able 

to automatically, every time a new build of a software 

is completed, submit that application, kick off a 

scan, and we get results in a much more automated 

fashion. So the API is a huge thing that we use from 

Veracode, in addition to those two types of scans—

Enables us to automatically submit each new build 

for scanning and get results directly into our JIRA.”

Automation of security scanning drives dev team 

productivity, as a Director Security and Risk OMNI 

Cloud Operations at a tech company with over 

1,000 employees found. He reflected, “We have 

35 applications, and instead of having 35 different 

people preparing their packages for upload and 

scan, it’s automated. We don’t have to spend money 

doing that as well.” His team does automated 

scanning as part of our development cycle. He 

noted, “We do both automated security scanning as 

well as our own automated testing. We run the two 

in parallel and treat both outputs of, let’s say, a sales 

functionality test. A security vulnerability is just a 

defect that needs to be resolved before we release 

the product.”

OFFER A SOURCE OF COMPETITIVE 
DIFFERENTIATION

Security is a selling point in today’s threat environment. 

The VP Development shared how software security 

testing helps his company differentiate its products 

competitively. He said, “For our customers, they 

know that we go through another level of security 

with our application, one our competitors don’t use. 

They know our code meets a standard and that we 

implement the standard and the structures. That we 

have mitigated gives them a little bit of peace of 

mind that our code is valid, and that it’s not going to 

hurt their infrastructure.”

MEET COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS

Software security arises as a requirement in a number 

of regulatory compliance schemes. Whether it’s 

directly specified or implicitly contained in the rules, 

secure software helps organizations be compliant. 

Users therefore prefer security testing tools that help 

with compliance. The Information Technology user 

at the insurance company, in an industry with strict 

compliance parameters, praised Veracode because 

“it helps a lot with maintaining compliance with our 

main customers, and helps us to pinpoint some 

specific issues. The cost of not having Veracode 

would be pretty high for us.” 

A CISSP, CISM at a tech services company with over 

1,000 employees added that Veracode’s “SAST, 

DAST, and Greenlight are the most important features 

because today it’s important for our regulatory 

compliance law to keep our product coding relatively 

Veracode has allowed us to integrate 
with it through automated processes, 
which saves us a lot of time and 
effort.”

“
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CONCLUSION
DevOps teams need software security testing tools that will allow them to securely push out code as rapidly as their 

organizational clients require. The global threat environment is too serious for anyone to ignore cyber vulnerabilities 

in newly created applications. The right testing tool is one that helps the DevOps teams reduce the risk of a breach, 

performing static and dynamic testing on code. The development team should be able to leverage the tool to 

reduce their dependency on the security team for application testing. Ideally, they can do it themselves, taking 

ownership of the process. 

A testing tool that empowers DevOps in this way needs to integrate with developer tools and workflows and scale 

up cost-effectively as demand grows. It should automate the testing workflow as much as possible. According to 

IT Central Station members, a worthwhile software testing tool will also help with compliance. Training and support 

are essential. Ultimately, software testing tools provide the basis for competitive differentiation for a developer 

organization.
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secure.” A Chief Compliance Officer at a financial 

services firm with over 50 employees simply noted 

how Veracode “ensures our code and system are 

100% compliant.”

TRAINING AND SUPPORT

Given the criticality of deploying secure software, 

testing tool users seek strong training and support 

services from vendors. As a Program Manager at a 

manufacturing company with over 10,000 employees 

put it, live sessions and training are the most valuable 

features of Veracode. He added, “Customer and 

platform support is one of the best in the field. The 

experts are skilled and can have as many meetings 

and researches as needed. The Veracode support 

team excels with help of their experts capable to 

solve most of the situations, and taking advantage of 

the variety of their members to delegate issues and 

problems to solve.” 

The Systems Architect at the tech company 

described his experience with Veracode’s support, 

saying, “I don’t work with the support that often, now 

that things are established. But to get off the ground 

running, they were extremely helpful. Initially, I had 

some questions back and forth and I was able to 

get everything resolved, mostly via email. Overall, I 

thought the response time was good, the answers 

were concise and accurate. Within 24 hours I was 

getting a response via email from their support. For 

what I needed to set up, I really thought their support 

was great and really sharp.”

Veracode supplements its support with a remediation 

consulting service. As a SVP Application Security 

at a financial services firm with more than 10,000 

employees explained, “The most valuable feature 

is the remediation consulting that they give.” In her 

words, “I feel like any vendor can identify the flaws but 

fixing the flaws is what is most important. Being able 

to have those consultation calls, schedule them in the 

platform, and have that discussion with an applications 

expert, that process scales well and that is what has 

allowed a lot more reduction of risk to happen.”
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